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What Too often we live isolated lives instead of actively loving others and the world 
around us. This short skit challenges us to step up, stop making excuses, and 
become people of action. Themes: Loving Our Neighbors, Prejudice, 
Complacency, Apathy, Missions, Excuses 

 
Who Drew 

Kat 
  

 
When Present 
 
Wear 
(Props) 

Large Cardboard Box 
Bench 
Phone 

 
Why Luke 10:25-37; Mark 16:15; 2 Corinthians 5:16; John 13:1-17 
 
How Keep the dialogue conversational and the pacing up. 
 
Time Approximately 1-3 minutes 
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A large, beat-up cardboard box is set in the middle of the stage. A bench is placed to 
the left of the box. Drew enters from stage left, sitting down on the bench, busy with 
his phone (texting or playing games). Kat enters from stage right, sees the box, and 
stops just to the right of where it sits. 

Kat:  (Addressing Drew) Nice. 

Drew:  (Barely looking up at her) Uh, thanks. It's not mine. 

Kat:  Oh. Well, do you know what it is? 

Drew:  (Still working on his phone) Yeah. It's a problem. 

Kat:  (Immediately interested) A problem? Really? Well, how long has it been 
there? 

Drew:  (Still busy) I dunno. Ever since I can remember. It's not my problem, 
though. I'm just sitting here. 

Kat:  (Looking at the box) Well, can I look inside? 

Drew:  Knock yourself out. I don't care. It's not my problem. 

Kat reaches toward the box. 

Drew:  (Immediately interrupting Kat's motion) You might want to think about 
that a little more. 

To read the rest of this script and perform it, download the full version at 
SkitGuys.com! 

ENDING: 

Kat:  (Confused) That doesn't make any sense to me. Let me get this straight. 
So it's not your problem… 

Drew:  Right. 

Kat:  And it's not my problem. 

Drew:  Yep. 

Kat:  (Thinking aloud) So whose problem is it? 

After a moment, Kat turns around and exits stage left. Drew stands up and exits stage 
right. 

 


